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ABSTRACT
The relationship between individualized instruction

(II) and letter grades is an issue of considerable debate.
Ultimately, II and the letter grade system are incompatible. Grading
has been a traditional form for ranking or comparing students with
respect to performance criteria. The scale typically has been A to F,
whereas with individualized instruction grades are usually either A
or B. Because II does not rank its students, grades are not "grades"
in the traditional sense, but rather are rewards for successfully
completing a learning experience. Alternatives for grading II have
limitations and disadvantages similar to traditional grading
practices. Therefore, it may be best to deemphasize grades in
individualized instruction. To do without grades entirely, however,
could lead to some student learning and motivation problems. Because
the credentialling function is important in higher education,
substitute procedures for that function must be developed if
traditional grading practices are eliminated. Such procedures must
include frequent and rapid feedback mechanisms for the student. A
good case can be made for reducing the frequent and rapid feedback
mechanisms for the student. A good case can be made for reducing the
frequency of grading in the classroom, and in its place establishing
a testing service that would occasionally examine, rank, and report
on the 6cademic ability of undergraduates. The concept is
particularly suited to II, as both the testing service and II would
focus upon specific instructional objectives. (DC)
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Introduction

This paper explores the interface between individualized instruction (II)

and letter grades, and then proceeds to the arena of grading reform. It will

be seen that II and the letter grade system are ultimately incompatible. Fur-

ther, it is suggested that the credentialling function of grades is inappropriate.

Implications of university-wide II are briefly discussed.

By way of definition, II a) is self-paced, b) keeps company both with the re-

inforcement theory of learning and with instructional objectives, and c) embraces

mastery principles. This means that instructors are explicit and detailed as to

what students are expected to be able to do as a result of instruction, and stu-

dents are freer to pursue their studies at times convenient to themselves. Rela-

tive to a typical course, instructional materials are more abundant and varied,

while lectures frequently aim for motivation rather than transmitting information.

A key goal is mastery of subject to a high level of competence by the majority of

students. Details on II, its components, variants, and problems, may be found in

the literature.
1-9

GRADING IS RANKING

Literally speaking, academic grading is ranking. To grade is to place in rank

order on a value scale, as in the grading of lumber or of eggs. Students are graded

0)
by ranking them from A to F. Grading compares student against student with respect

0-*

*Prepared for the National Conference on Behavior Research and Technology in Higher

Education, Department of Psychology, Georgia State University, Atlanta November 14-

16, 1974.
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to a performance criterion.
10

In the course of time, however, grades assume an aura of objectivity, signif-

icant to II. As the same course, with the same (or similar) problems and tests,

is given repeatedly, there develop accepted cut-off levels which identify A's, B's,

C's, etc. For any particular class, the instructor need not "curve" the grades

but may assign grades on the basis of his historically derived cutoffs, or stand-

ards. That is, in spite of their origins in a ranking process comparing real

people, academic standards come to be defined in terms of specified scores on well-

worn tests (see ref. 11 p. 23). Thus, the grading system establishes achievement .

standards. These standards are important to II because II refers to these stand-

ards for the measures of what constitute A, B, C, D, and F.

"Grades" for II

In practice, II 'grades" come in essentially two denominations, A and B. (For

examples, see references 5, 8, 9, 12.) Because II does not rank its students, these

"grades" are Jot true grades. More precisely, they are rewards. None pretend that

all students earning an II A reward are of the same rank. While some sail easily

over the hurdles, others struggle barely to succeed.

The II "grade" reward is an incentive to students over the full range of aca-

r demic ability. In traditional teaching, even with objective standards, there ex-

ist no mechanisms for top-grade achievement by less able students, but in II there

are remedial loops, coaching, and test re-take opportunities. With appropriate in-

structional materials, nearly all students have a clear path (i.e. many paths) to

a top grade. For middle-rank students, especially, this converts the inaccessible

A into a flashing incentive. Not a true grade, the II A is a reward with a strong

motivational tug.

Subversion

II "grades" and conventional grading are contemporary, and herein lie inter-
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esting and complicating consequences. A few students receive II A's and B's based

on mastery achievement, while most students, in traditionally taught courses, re-

ceive the gamut of grades, A through F. Since II is the fledgling, even its high

grades hardly undercut the grading monolith. However, slight as the effect may be

on individual and institutional gradepoint averages, the grading practice of II is

clearly subversive.

In sum:-- II employs the achievement standards of the conventional grading

system, it simply makes rewards out of top grades, and ironically it subverts the

very system upon which it depends, in part, for student motivation.

The Grading Disputell' 13-18

It is an understatement to observ. that the conventional grading system is a

perennial bed of contention. Those favoring the system argue that grades are a

needed measure of learning, the GRA is a convenient and necessary shorthand, the

GPA is compared and interpreted more uniformly than are 'evaluations,' grades sat-

isfy a reporting function to the institution and to society, graduate scnools and

employers need grades for selection, grades keep students on their toes, and grades

ensure that instructors will design substantial content into their courses.

Those critical of grades maintain that grades are a rough measure at best and

tend to reflect only easily measured learnings, sensible hiring and admissions looks

at multi-dimensional profiles rather than at grades alone, grades interfere with and

distort teaching and learning, grades have been shown to correlate poorly with ca-

reer success, literal grading to several decimal places is dehumanizing, grades are

students' focus of attention creating unhealthy competition and inviting cheating,

and grades are demotivating for less-able students who are forced repeatedly into

an academic race with peers of superior endowment.

This author believes that the criticisms are sufficiently validated and signif-

icant to warrant a serious attempt at corrective action.
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Pressure to Rank II Students

The ongoing dispute over grades is a reminder of a vast unresolved cancer in

the educltional system and calls for reappraisals arri new ideas. First, the ques-

tion: is the problem not in grading per se, but in the instructional methodology

itself? Can the lecture system be replaced with, say, II, and can we grade II

students in the literal sense of grading? What is the variable in the II method

which can be measured and graded? Evidently, with self-pacing, the variable is

time.19 Some students finish ahead of other$. But, s.,/re time to be measured and

graded, the self-pacing virtue yould te lost trading a student's time to achieve

mastery contradicts a basic tenet of II. Emp.yers and graduate schools, however,

find II's pseudo-gr?;es meaningless. "lefl which students finished first,"

they'll say, "and don't tro biQ us with the plodders." Pressure to rank students

does not go away.
20

Suppose, TI retains the mastery concept, but in the in-

terest of measuring and grading time-to-achieve-mastery, it scuttles self-pacing.

What then?

Time Grading

Consider this scenario: the traditional GPA is replaced by "timepoint aver-

age," the "TPA." The figure of merit is the number of years to complete college,

the lower the figure the better. This principle says that 3.1 years is better

than 3.2 years, and so forth. Inevitably, with merit so computed, there will a-

rise a legitimate need for compensating adjustments. Compensating credit would

be given for a part-time job. An elaborate schedule of negative credits would in-

evitably develop, covering part-time work, illness, travel, and perhaps even com-

mute time. Thus, for a hypothetical example, a college degree in 50 months (4.17

years) would be adjusted, say, -0.72 years for concurrent part-time work, -0.125

years for a semester off for travel4 -0.09 years for an appendectomy, giving al-

together an "adjusted" figure-of-merit of 3.235 years, net. And, obviously, my
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adjusted net of 3.235 years ranks superior to someone else's adjusted net of 3.25

years! As long as emphasis is placed on grading in the literal sense, no matter

what the system of instruction, elaborate procedures are bound to build up around

the grading edifice. It is no less ludicrous to identify individual worth in

terms of a number to two decimal places, whether by the gradepoint average or

through a mastery system and a timepoint average.

II Incompatible With Grading

It is clear from the foregoing that grading of students' abilities on a time-

to-completion basis contradicts not only the self-pacing virtue, but it replaces

one system of ranking by another with all of the attendant paraphernalia and cir-

cumvention associated with the GPA. It is this author's intuitive conclusion that

the root of the dispute over grading is not instructional methodology but rather

the ranking process itself; -- and with respect to II, I find that II cannot be

rationalized with traditional grades, the GPA, nor even with a logical counterpart,

the TPA.

II and Motivation

Glancing ahead, it is a platitude to observe that were II to make a substan-

tial penetration into higher education, the resulting preponderance of top grades

would ultimately collapse the grading system. Whether this happens, of course, is

conjucture, but an end to traditional grading is the logical consequence of wide-

spread adoption of II. Obviously, top marks for II achievers would lose appeal be-

cause everybody would get them. What then would motivate students?

One finds in the literature student testimony favorable to the II method of

learning,3' 8 but is it the method which motivates them; -- or are students attract-

ed by the genuine opportunity to rise above the C-ranks? One suspects some of both,

but it is difficult to know because the grade rewards obscure any study one might

make of the presumed intrinsic motivational qualities of the II method itself.21
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In II, grade rewards are likely mot'oators; in traditional teaching, grades

motivate to the extent of keeping students proceeding in the traces, even if at

less than full-throttle.
22

But in the absense of grades, we should be prepared as

instructors to cope with a partial, motivational, void.
23

Ideally, students are

motivated and inspired by teachers, but we fall back on grades as a convenient

crutch (or club!) and do not always live up to the ideal. Therefore, the time

could come when II, sans grade rewards, will have to be re-thought-out in terms

of motivation.

Let us turn now to credentials, an aspect of grading wherein II has a useful

and important contribution to make in settling some of the dust.

CREDENTIALS AND CREDENTIALLING

II certifies accomplishment, but this is not the same as a conventional cre-

dential. The usual college degree is obtained under competitive, graded, academic

conditions, and it suggests a level of performance relative to other students.

With few exceptions, the degree and the GRA, together, tell something about a new

graduate's relative intelligence, general knowledge, learning rate, and ability to

perform under pressure. On the other hand, the usual II certificate is obtained

in less competitive circumstances, and while it says something about a particular

capability, it is usually silent on such attributes as learning speed and ability

to perform under pressure (but see 24).

Credentials are necessary. Examples of credentials are a professional en-

gineering registration, a masters degree, a B.S. in electrical engineering, and pro-

fessional honors. The credential is a useful, although not undisputed, symbol of

achievement and ability. What an extended dossier says, a credential says in a

four-letter word, "BSEE." In an industrialized and mobile society, there is no sub-

stitute for credentialling. Achievements and abilities are authenticated by agencies
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outside the person himself and indicate a level and quality of performance which

can be expected. While a single credential is not the whole, it contributes to

the mcsaic, or profile, of a person's capacities and promise. Granted that cre-

dentialling in practice is less than perfect, it is assumed for the present dis-

cussion that credentials are balance, beneficial.

linstgraduate Credentiallina

Undefined and unnoticed as such, primordial forms of credentialling ocue

from the moment a college freshman draws his first breath. Academic credentials

are constructed from credits and qualified by grades. Although graduation is rec-

ognized widely as a starting-point credential, the process of credentialling act-

ually starts long before. Enroute to graduation, Joe College is credentialled

B minus in Calculus, C in Physics, A in Engineering Materials, and so forth. Rel-

ative standing, i.e. credentialling, is determined, communicated, and recorded,

for each course. Not merely this. Credentialling occurs during the semester as

well. my 77 on a quiz establishes where I am relative to the top, the bottom, and

the average. Every time an instructor formalizes a comparison among students, he

is performing a credentialling function.

Frequency of Credentialling

In professional life, one updates one's credentials occasionally, but in aca-

deme the process is incessant. The universal undergraduate credential is the grade-

point average (GPA). After two or three years, a student's average is so heavily

loaded with grades from his earlier courses that arithmetical inertia makes it im-

probable that the student could influence his GPA more than a few decimal points.

In spite of this, several times a semester, in every course, the system grinds out

the detail credential telling how able the student is relative to his peers. It

is a though the institution were afraid a prospective employer might call and must

be able instantly to consult the gradebook and precisely characterize the academic
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standing of a first-semester junior. I believe there is substance to the view

that perpetual reminders of mediocrity are demotivating to the vast middle rank

of students.11'
15,

17

Grades serve other purposes, but in terms oily of their credentialling func-

tion, it seems that grading frequency is excessite. Asserted adverse effects of

grades, especially demotivation, demoralization, and deflection of essential pur-

pose are good reasons to question the practice of perpetual credentialling. One's

credential, unlike bank interest, need not be compounded daily.

Feedback and II

Were credentialling to occur only occasionally, there would be a serious

classroom feedback lag. As will be discussed later, a student may learn how he

ranks with other students occasionally, but the dynamics of learning demand feed-

back in a much shorter time frame.
5

The instructor may give lectures, show films,

assign readings and problems, require laboratory reports, and so forth. He may

provide auto-tutorial learning packages, but whatever the instructor does, he needs

to know the students' learning progress, and, obviously students wish to know, too.

Among the feedback signals available in conventional teaching is the grade.25

Since grades serve both a credentialling and a feedback function and since creden-

tialling is of little import --in fact a hindrance I submit-- to most teaching, we

cannot terminate grading without substituting another feedback mechanism having a

short time frame.

One possible educational strategy with a feedback system is II. With fre-

quent readinessor formative, testing, teachers and students receive timely feed-

back on how well the process is succeeding. The student knows when he has mastered

the material, and if not why, and the instructor receives insights into the strengths

and weaknesses of his teaching program. II provides necessary and frequent short-term

feedback and does so without the adverse effects associated with over-credentialling.
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Occasional, External Credentialling;-- and II

Beyond having a sense of self-worth in an absolute sense, a person should

know how his abilities compare with the abilities of others, i.e. with norms.

This is realism, an aspect of mental health. Therefore, although students need

not be credentialled i.e. graded, daily, there should be ranking of undergraduates

on an occasional basis. And, although a drastic reduction in grading frequency in

the classroom is one route to occasional credentialling, the question I would like

to raise is: Does it make sense for instructors to concentrate only on teaching,

leaving the credentialling function entirely to others?26 Yes, and one need not

look far to find examples. One is the refresher course for engineers preparing for

a state license examination; the course instructor delivers the learning, and the

state does the credentialling. Other examples of occasional external credentiall-

ing include civil service and graduate school entrance exams. A limitation common

to these examples is that all are either late-college or post-graduate.

What is called for is a testing service in the university, preferably sepa-

rate from the teaching departments, which would occasionally examine, rank, and re-

port on the academic ability of undergraduates. One immediately envisions stiff

resistance from instructors who believe that only they,can determine the progress

of their students. One would expect resistance from instructors who do not regu-

larly write instructional objectives explicitly stating what their students are ex-

pected to be able to do,. On the other hand, were II to prevail, and were instruc-

tional objectives prepared for, and used, in all courses, a professional testing

service could examine students on the basis of such objectives. In addition to an

on-campus agency, greater use might be made of national testing services and pro-

fessional societies for generating occasional undergraduate rankings.27 It is im-

portant to be clear here that instructors would administer pre-tests and formative

tests as integral elements in a non-ranking mastery learning regimen.28 The agen-
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cy outside the classroom would test occasionally so that from time to time the

student might have an update of his norm-referenced standing.

Recapitulating: If II were to prevail, and if, as earlier discussed, the grad-

ing system were to topple, and if occasional ranking were deemed useful to stu-

dents, then, in principle, it appears that instructors could be totally relieved

of the credentialling function and could concentrate 100 percent on teaching. Al-

though the author is well aware of the hypothetical "if's" in the foregoing, the

scenario is given for the critical illumination it sheds on the present. An as-

pect of any evaluation of the present is the study of the possible futures to

which present trends are directed.
29

Reporting Students' Progress and Credentials

As stated earlier, to be meaningful a credential compares a student's per-

formance to normative data, that is, to his peers. Suggestions follow for re-

ducing adverse effects of grades by making occasional credentialling "low pro-

file" and less publicized than undergraduate credentialling heretofore. Using

evidence collected by agencies external to the classroom, students could period-

ically review their norm-referenced academic ratings with their academic and

career advisors and --when the time came-- distribute such results to prospective

employers. (Anonymous summaries of test data would inform faculty, administra-

tion and the public on the institution's performance in its mission to educate.)

With students' transcripts, the university Nould make available summaries of re-

quired demonstrable achievement for each course which the student mastered. In

sum, the informational and administrative functions of grades could be served by

occasional credentialling.

CLOSURE'

Changes in academe discussed here are not trivial. It is not trivial to re-
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place conventional education with II, to separate credentialling from teaching, to

undercut --and ultimately topple-- the grading edifice. Such wholesale changes as

these should be considered following a much wider analysis of contemporary education.

A broad range of questions needs to be asked. Education is a maturation process in

which emotional and intellectual development progresses towards internal harmony

and integrity, greater capacity to relate, enhanced ability to cope, and more effec-

tive specialized ability. Time-honored qualities include judgment, moral strength,

imagination, creativeness, memory, capacity to learn, love, self-assessment, and so

forth. How well does the present system score on these attributes? Where, besides

grading, are there serious system deficiencies? In seeking general improvement one

should commence one's inquiry on a level above II and grades.

If in the search for betterment, this paper provides a partial foundation of

ideas, it will have served one purpose, and if it expands and clarifies the vision

of instructors who must "grade" their II students it will have served its second

purpose.
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